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ABSTRACT Autoinflammatory diseases (AID) are characterized by seemingly unprovoked, pathological activation of the innate immune system in the absence of autoantibodies or autoreactive T
cells. Recent studies have highlighted the role of misfolding, oligomerization and abnormal trafficking of pathogenic mutant proteins in triggering autoinflammation, and suggest that more common rheumatic diseases may have an autoinflammatory component. This review attempts to
describe these diseases on the basis of the most recent evidences. We described genetic and clinical aspects, mainly focusing on pathogenesis of AID and the similarities between autoimmune diseases, with the ultimate purpose to expand readers’ knowledge.
Key Words: Hereditary autoinflammatory diseases; genetic markers; vaccines;
unfolded protein response ; familial mediterranean fever
ÖZET Otoinflamatuar hastalıklar (OİH) otoantikorlar, otoreaktif T hücreler ve herhangi bir uyaran olmaksızın innate (hazır) immün sistemin patolojik aktivasyonu ile karakterizedir. Son çalışmalar otoinflamasyonu tetikleyen protein misfolding ve oligomerizasyonunun rolü ve bu patojenik
mutant proteinlerin anormal trafiğinin otoinflamasyondaki ve sık görülen romatolojik hastalıklardaki otoinflamatuar katkıyı telkin etmekdedir. Bu derlemede, yeni bulgulara dayanarak bu hastalıklar ele alındı. Okuyucunun malumatının arttrılması gayesi ile; OİH ve otoimmün hastalıkların
benzerlikleri ve patojenezine odaklanarak, genetik ve klinik özellikleri vurgulandı.
Anahtar Kelimeler: Kalıtsal otoinflamatuar hastalıklar; genetik işaretler; aşılar;
katlanmamış protein cevabı; ailesel akdeniz ateşi
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utoinflammatory diseases (AID) are characterized by seemingly unprovoked, pathological activation of the innate immune system in the absence
of autoantibodies or autoreactive T cells. Recent studies have highlighted
the role of misfolding, oligomerization and abnormal trafficking of pathogenic mutant proteins in triggering autoinflammation, and suggest that more common rheumatic diseases may have an autoinflammatory component.1 The term
“autoinflammatory” appeared on Cell in the spring of 1999 to describe an emerging
family of clinical disorders, different from autoimmune syndromes. There is an increase of the knowledge about the immunopathogenesis of a broad spectrum of diseases not only of immunological and allergic nature, but also of metabolic, chronic
degenerative, neoplastic and inflammatory nature. Atherosclerosis, diabetes, neurodegenerative syndrome and osteoporosis are significant examples of common disTurkiye Klinikleri J Pediatr Sci 2016;12(4)
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confines of the hereditary recurrent fever syndromes,
including several mendelian diseases, such as Blau’s syndrome, Majeed syndrome, deficiency of interleukin-1 receptor antagonist (DIRA) and pyogenic arthritis,
pyoderma gangrenosum and acne syndrome (PAPA), as
well as disorders of uncertain genetic aetiology including
periodic fever, aphtous stomatitis, pharyngitis and adenitis syndrome (PFAPA), Behcet’s disease, Still’s disease,
Crohn’s disease and acquired auto inflammatory syndromes like Schnitzler’s syndrome.2

eases in which the well-known inflammatory substrate
shares many similarities with the typical autoinflammatory state.2
This review attempts to describe these diseases on
the basis of the most recent evidences. We described genetic and clinical aspects, mainly focusing on pathogenesis of autoinflammatory diseases and the similarities
between autoimmune diseases, with the ultimate purpose to expand readers’ knowledge as in short titles.

EVOLUTION OF THE CONCEPT OF AID

HOW IMMUNE SYSTEM WORKS BASICALLY

Historically, AID were a group of genetically diverse but
clinically similar disorders characterized by recurrent
fever associated with rash, serositis, lymphadenopathy
and musculoskeletal involvement. The name auto inflammatory disease was referred, originally, to the
hereditary recurrent fever syndromes, like familiar
mediterranean fever (FMF) and TNF receptor-associated
periodic syndrome (TRAPS). At a later time other four
recurrent fever syndromes have been added to the list,
including the inherited hyperimmuno globulinemia D
with periodic fever syndrome (HIDS) and a spectrum of
three illness of varying severity falling within the group
cryopyrin associated periodic syndrome (CAPS). Subsequently, the concept of auto inflammation has been extended to a number of clinical entities beyond the

We need to know how immune system works for understanding underlying mechanisms of autoinflammatory diseases (Figure 1). Defense against microbes is
mediated by the early reactions of innate immunity and
the later responses of adaptive immunity. Innate immunity provides the early line of defense against the microbes. It consists of cellular and biochemical defense
mechanisms that are in place even before infection and
are poised to respond in essentially the same way to repeated infections.
In contrast to innate immunity, there are other immune responses that are stimulated by exposure to infectious agents and increase in magnitude and defensive
capabilities with each successive exposure to a particular

FIGURE 1: Innate and adaptive immunity. The mechanisms of innate immunity provide the initial defense against infections. Adaptive immune responses develop later and
consist of activation of lymphocytes.
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microbe. It is called as adaptive immunity. The defining
characteristics of adaptive immunity are exquisite specificity for distinct molecules and an ability to “remember” and respond more vigorously to repeated exposures
to the same microbe.3

against microorganisms. This discrimination between infectious and non-infectious antigens focuses defenses on
real threats rather than innocuous situations by the
APCs of the innate immune system through receptors
that recognize pathogen-associated molecular patterns
(PAMPs) made by microorganisms that are molecularly
distinct from those made by mammals. PAMPs are naturally associated with infections and are the active ingredients of many adjuvants. Upon recognition of such
molecules, the APCs are stimulated to express all of the
signals required to activate naive T cells. This idea preceded the discovery of Toll-like receptors (TLRs) and
other microbial sensors.

PATHOGENS AND DYING CELLS
ALERT THE IMMUNE SYSTEM
The immune system has the potential to respond not
only to whole microorganisms, but also to virtually any
molecule that is ‘foreign’ to the host.
In 1989, Janeway put these empirical observations
into a conceptual framework (Figure 2). He proposed
that the immune system does not respond to all foreign
antigens but only to those that are potentially associated
with infection. The underlying idea to this model was
that the immune system has evolved to protect the host

Janeway’s hypothesis did not explain why robust
T-cell immunity is generated in response to tissue transplants and some tumours, and also in autoimmune diseases (AD). Because these are all situations in which
there is often no obvious microbial component (although

FIGURE 2: Stranger and danger models. Dendritic cells (DCs) are present in all tissues, where they gather antigens from the local environment but are not in an immunostimulatory state.
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in some cases, microorganisms might help to initiate
these responses). Another possible exception to Janeway’s
model is certain viral infections, because all viral molecules are synthesized by the host and don’t contain obvious features that distinguish them from host proteins.
Considering these exceptions led Matzinger to propose the
‘danger hypothesis’ in 1994 (Figure 3). She postulated that
the adaptive immune system evolved to respond not to infection per se but to non-physiological cell death, damage
or stress. In the danger model, dying cells were postulated
to release endogenous adjuvants that, using similar

nomenclature to PAMPs, have been called damage-associated molecular patterns (DAMPs). Other molecules that
are exposed or released from dead cells (such as proteases
and hydrolases) act on extracellular components to generate mediators (for example, complement fragments) or
DAMPs (for example, fragments of extracellular matrix)
that then trigger the production of pro-inflammatory cytokines by host cells. The pro-inflammatory media
tors act on local vascular endothelium, causing it to become ‘leaky’ and to attract neutrophils and monocytes/macrophages.4

FIGURE 3: ICell death and inflammation. Necrotic cell death releases intracellular damage associated molecular patterns (DAMPs) that are recognized by receptors on
leukocytes and possibly other host cells, thereby stimulating the production of pro-inflammatory cytokines such as interleukin-1 (IL-1).
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damage are different in the two groups of diseases: in
AIDs the innate immune system directly causes tissue
inflammation, whereas in ADs the innate immune system activates the adaptive immune system which, in
turn, is responsible for the inflammatory process (Figure
5) 6

VACCINES AS DAMP AND POSSIBLE
RELATIONSHIP WITH AUTOIMMUNITY
AND AUTOINFLAMMATORY DISASES
Numerous studies and case reports have documented the
appearance of autoantibodies and autoimmune phenomena following vaccination; arthritis, vasculitis, encephalitis, neuropathy and demyelination are the most
frequently reported adverse events. Unfortunately, the
causality criteria are not well defined. However, infectious agents are considered to be the most common triggers of autoimmunity and vaccines that contain antigens
from infectious agents might induce autoimmunity by
similar mechanisms such as molecular mimicry, epitope
spreading, bystander activation and polyclonal activation. Adjuvants, which are used to stimulate the immune
system, might modulate a common set of genes, promote
antigen-presenting cell recruitment and mimic specific
set of conserved molecules like PAMPs, thus increase the
innate and adaptive immune responses (Figure 4) 5

CLASSIFICATION OF
AUTOINFLAMMATORY SYNDROMES
As soon as AIDs emerged as new entities, some other diseases characterized by episodes of acute, apparently inexplicable inflammation have recently been classified in
this group, including pyogenic disorders (pyogenic
arthritis, pyoderma gangrenosum and acne syndrome
(PAPA), chronic recurrent multifocal osteomyelitis syndrome (CRMO), Majeed’s syndrome), immune-mediated
granulomatous diseases (Blau’s syndrome, Crohn’s disease), and idiopathic febrile syndromes (systemic-onset
juvenile idiopathic arthritis (sJIA), periodic fever with
aphthous stomatitis, pharyngitis, and cervical adenopathy syndrome (PFAPA), and Behçet’s syndrome), as
shown in (Table 1).6

SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES
BETWEEN AID AND AD
As soon as AID emerged as new entities, they have been
linked to the well-known world of autoimmunity. In
fact, AIDs and systemic AD, share some characteristics:
they start with the prefix “auto” to define a pathological
process directed against self; they are systemic diseases,
frequently involving musculoskeletal system; both include monogenic and polygenic diseases. From the
pathogenetic point of view, they are characterized by a
chronic activation of immune system, which eventually
leads to tissue inflammation in genetically predisposed
individuals. Nevertheless, the specific effectors of the

BIOMARKERS OF AUTOINFLAMMATORY
AND AUTOIMMUNE DISEASES
Some biomarkers are currently used as diagnostic tools
in AID and AD (Table 2). AID are all characterized by
increase of C reactive protein (CRP). These alterations
are sensitive, and normal levels of CRP during period of
active disease can lead to rule out a diagnosis of AID. Increase of ESR and CRP can also occur in some AD, especially RA, SLE and systemic sclerosis (SSp); however, in
AD their diagnostic accuracy is lower than in AID. High

FIGURE 4: The mechanisms by which vaccine ingredients might induce autoimmunity. Vaccines are constructed from several components, such as adjuvants and
preservatives, in addition to the antigens of infectious agents. The possible mechanisms activated by each component are shown here.
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immunoglobulin (Ig) serum levels can be found in hyperimmunoglobulin D syndrome (HIDS), FMF, SLE and
SSp. IgD levels can be increased in HIDS where they are
markers of the disease. Polyclonal IgG hypergammaglobulinemia is common in SLE and SSp patients where
it is a marker of B cell activation and it is correlated with
disease activity.6

CYTOKINES OF AUTOINFLAMMATORY AND
AUTOIMMUNE DISEASES
Cytokine dysregulation is of great interest in AID and
AD. It is worthy to note that abnormalities in the serum
levels of some cytokines have been observed in patients
with AIDs and ADs (Table 3). The most interesting cytokine in AIDs seems to be IL-1β. IL-1β is a proinflammatory cytokine mainly produced by myeloid cells.
IL-1β binding to its receptor IL-1R type I (IL-1RI) leads
to intracellular signaling and transcription of proinflammatory genes; thus, dysregulation of IL-1β production
can have pathologic consequences. The clearest evidence
for the role of IL-1β in AID is the efficacy of IL-1β blockade in these diseases.6

FIFURE 5: A schematic pathogenetic pathway of autoinflammatory and autoimmune diseases.

a second dimension to consider, the degree to which the
adaptive vs. innate immune system is involved in the disease (Figure 6)1

UNFOLDED PROTEIN RESPONSE (UPR)
The endoplasmic reticulum (ER) is the production and
folding ‘factory’ for secreted and transmembrane proteins of the cell. It is well adapted for this function and
performs complex protein modifications, such as glycosylation and the formation of disulfide bonds. ‘Quality
control’ ensures that only properly folded proteins exit
the ER via the secretory pathway, while improperly
folded proteins exit the ER through ER-associated degradation (ERAD) or via autophagy. Depending on the
physiological and environmental demand, the rate of
protein production in the ER can increase very rapidly.
An imbalance between the folding load of nascent pro-

AID VS AD
Rheumatic and AD have traditionally been categorized
according to the target of the abnormal immune response. Type I diabetes, for example, is an organ-specific
autoimmune disease involving a specific immune attack
on pancreatic islet β-cells, whereas SLE is the prototypical systemic autoimmune disease, in which autoimmune
responses to multiple antigens can be measured and multiple organs are targeted. Recent discoveries have added

TABLE 1: Classification of autoinflammatory and autoimmune diseases.
Autoinflammatory Diseases

Autoimmune Diseases

Monogenic

Polygenic

Monogenic

Polygenic

FMF

Still’s diseases

APS type I

Rheumatoid arthritis

TRAPS

Chron’s disease

IPEX

SLE

CAPS, FCAS, MWS, NOMID

Behçet’s disease

ALPS

Systemic sclerosis

HIDS

Gout

C1q deficiency

Polymyositis

Blau’s syndrome

sJIA

Dermatomyositis

PAPA syndrome

Sjögren syndrome

CRMO

UCTD

DIRA

MCTD

Majeed’s syndrome

Overlap syndromes

IL10 deficiency
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teins entering the ER and the capacity of the ER to handle this load causes ER stress. Three sensors detect this.
These trigger the unfolded protein response (UPR), an
adaptive response aimed at restoring protein-folding
homeostasis by three main mechanisms: a transient reduction in protein translation; an increase in the folding
capacity and ERAD; and initiation of programmed cell
death, when ER stress cannot be resolved.

TABLE 2: Biomarkers in auotoinflammatory and
autoimmune diseases.
Autoinflammatory Diseases

Autoimmune Diseases

Inflammatory indices
ESR

All AIDs

RA, SLE, SS

CRP

All AIDs

RA

SAA

FMF, TRAPS, CAPS

RA

S100A

FMF, JIA

Ferritin

Still’s disease

Neutrophil

TRAPS, CAPS, FMF

leukocytosis

TRAPS, CAPS, FMF

Defects in protein folding, either induced environmentally or caused by genetic defects in individual
branches of the UPR, spontaneously induce an inflammatory phenotype.7

SLE-SAPS

Hypo/

Cellular responses to misfolded proteins can vary
dramatically depending on the degree and recognition
of protein misfolding (Figure 7). In the ER, misfolded or
partially folded polypeptides can be recognized and
eliminated via ERAD pathway. This leads to disease due
to loss of function, such as in haemophilia due to factor
VIII mutations or cystic fibrosis. Misfolded proteins as
in ‘danger model’ can also accumulate both inside and
outside of cells, leading to a gain of function through
mechanisms related to the physiological role of the protein in signal transduction, or via activation of other
pathways, such as the UPR triggered by ER stress. Misfolded proteins that accumulate extracellularly can also
trigger IL-1β secretion, which may be part of the inflammatory cascade that causes tissue damage in AD.1

mormochromic anemia
Urinary markers
Urinary mevalonic

HIDS

acids
Urinary MCP1

Lupus nephritis

Immune activation indices
Immunglobulins

HIDS (IgD), FMF (IgA)

SLE, SSp

Rheumatoid factor

RA, SLE, SSp

Autoantibodies

SLE, RA, SSc, SSp, MCTD
IIM

Low C3 or C4 levels

SLE, SSp

ESR: erythrocyte sedimentation rate; CRP: C reactive protein; SAA: serum amyloid A;
S100A: calcium-binding protein S100A; MCP-1: monocyte chemoattractant protein-1;
AIDs: autoinflammatory diseases; FMF: familial Mediterranean fever; TRAPS: TNF receptor‐ associated periodic syndrome; CAPS: cryopyrin‐associated periodic syndrome;
JIA: juvenile idiopathic arthritis; HIDS: hyper‐immunoglobulinemia D syndrome; RA:
rheumatoid arthritis; SLE: systemic lupus erythematosus; SSc: systemic sclerosis; SSp:
primary Sjögren syndrome; SAPS: secondary antiphospholipid syndrome; MCTD: mixed
connective tissue disease.

TABLE 3: Cytokines in autoinflammatory and
autoimmune diseases.
Increased serum

Autoinflammatory

Autoimmune

levels

Diseases

Diseases

TNFa

HIDS, TRAPSFMF

RA, SLE

IL-1

FMF, HIDS, CAPS,- FCAS

RA, PM-DM

IL-2

FMF, HIDS, TRAPS

SLE

IL-4

TRAPS, FMF

SSc

IL-6

FMF

RA, SLE

IL-8

FMF (remission)

SLE

IL-10

CAPS

SLE, SSc

IL-12

SLE, SSpaneous
LE, PM-DM

IL-18

Cut

FIGURE 6: Polygenic diseases are boxed in green and mendelian disorders boxed
in red. The horizontal axis depicts the range of organ-specific vs. systemic disease, and the vertical axis, the degree of involvement of the parts of the immune
system in immunopathology: innate (autoinflammatory, bottom) vs. adaptive (autoimmune, top).

TNFα: tumor necrosis alpha; IL: interleukin; HIDS: hyper‐immunoglobulinemia D syndrome; TRAPS: TNF receptor‐associated periodic syndrome; FMF: familial Mediterranean fever; CAPS: cryopyrin‐associated periodic syndrome; FCAS: familial cold
auto‐inflammatory syndrome; RA: rheumatoid arthritis; SLE: systemic lupus erythematosus; PM: polymyositis; DM: dermatomyositis; SSc: systemic sclerosis; SSp: primary Sjögren syndrome; LE: lupus erythematosus.
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hance activation of the NLRP3 inflammasome and processing of IL-1β into its active form. In the spondylarthropathies, high-level expression of HLA-B27, which
is enhanced in inflammation, fails to fold properly and is
retained in the ER, triggering a partial ER stress response
that leads to type I interferon and IL-23 production (Figure 7).1

The outcomes of misfolding of secretory proteins
in the ER are depicted at the bottom of the (Figure 7).
Degradation of misfolded protein can cause a loss of
function, whereas accumulation of misfolded proteins
can trigger abnormal intracellular signaling, or at higher
levels, induction of the unfolded protein response (UPR),
which can also lead to the induction of inflammation
and programmed cell death.

INNATE IMMUNE SYSTEM AND INFLAMMASOME

In PSMB8 deficiency, reduced degradation of misfolded proteins and peptides by the immunoproteasome
leads to accumulation of ubiquinated proteins and cellular stress, which leads of Interferon-β production.
Type I Interferon in turn upregulates the synthesis of
immunoproteasome sububits, perpetuating the abnormalities. In TRAPS, extracellular mutations in TNFR1
lead to accumulation of the mutant receptor in the ER,
which triggers an abnormal inflammatory response that
is amplified by TNF or LPS signaling through cell surface receptors. In the CAPS, mutations in NLRP3 en-

Infammasome is a cytoplasmic multiprotein complex assembled after the recognition of DAMPs by NLR, especially the NLRP3, and it plays a crucial role in the
production and secretion of pro-inflammatory cytokines,
such as IL-1.2
To detect and respond rapidly to diverse groups of
microorganisms, vertebrates have evolved multiple
germline-encoded pattern-recognition receptors (PRRs)
that detect conserved microbial and viral components

FIGURE 7: Consequences of protein misfolding and intracellular signaling complexes that activate autoinflammatory disease. Different foci of abnormal cellular signaling
that trigger autoinflammatory diseases are depicted in the cell.
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FIGURE 8: Inflammasome Pathways.IL‐1R1, IL‐1 receptor type 1;IL‐1RAP, IL‐1receptor accessory protein; LRR, leucine‐rich repeat.

protein apoptosis-associated speck-like protein containing a CARD (ASC) is required in all inflammasome complexes to bridge the interaction between upstream PRRs
and inflammatory caspases through its amino-terminal
pyrin domain (PYD) and carboxy-terminal caspase-recruitment domain (CARD), respectively. To interfere
with inflammasome signalling, the large genomes of
poxviruses encode multiple inhibitors, such as PYD and
SPI-2, which inhibit ASC and caspase-1, respectively.
Influenza virus NS1 protein inhibits both caspase-1 and
mitochondrial antiviral signalling protein.8

that are known as PAMPs. Four main classes of PRRs
have been described: TLRs, retinoic acid inducible geneI (RIG-I)-like receptors (RLRs), NOD-like receptors
(NLRs) and the IFI200 family member absent in
melanoma 2 (AIM2). Whereas TLRs sense PAMPs in the
extracellular space and endosomes, NLRs, RLRs and
AIM2 function as pathogen sensors in intracellular compartments (Figure 8).8
Venoms consist of a complex mixture of toxic components that are used by a variety of animal species for
defense and predation. Envenomation of mammalian
species leads to an acute inflammatory response and can
lead to the development of IgE-dependent venom allergy. However, the mechanisms by which the innate
immune system detects envenomation and initiates inflammatory and allergic responses to venoms remain
largely unknown. Palm et al. showed that bee venom is
detected by the NLR family, pyrin domain-containing 3
(NLRP3) inflammasome and can trigger activation of
caspase-1 and the subsequent processing and unconventional secretion of the leaderless proinflammatory cytokine IL-1β in macrophages.9 This finding could explain
the bee venom therapy effect in some diseases like multiple sclerosis, cancer and arthritis.

AGEING AND INFLAMMATION
In humans over the age of 65 years have shown that activation of the aged innate immune system results in
dysregulated inflammation. This dysregulation involves
both elevated levels of basal inflammation (especially
in humans) and an associated impaired ability to
mount efficient innate and adaptive immune responses
to newly encountered pathogens or vaccine antigens.
Indeed, a body of evidence, mainly from human studies, indicates that older adults have elevated levels of
pro-inflammatory cytokines, clotting factors and acute
phase reactants in the steady state - the term ‘inflammageing’ was coined to describe this phenomenon. The
mechanisms that underlie these ageing-associated
heightened levels of basal inflammation remain incom-

All three types of inflammasome induce caspase-1
activation and IL-1β and IL-18 production. The adaptor
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FIGURE 9: Organ-specific changes of the innate immune system associated with ageing and disease.PAMPs, pathogen-associated molecular patterns; PGD2, prostaglandin D2

pletely understood but seem to involve changes in the
numbers and the functions of innate immune cells, altered expression of PRRs, activation of PRRs by endogenous ligands associated with cellular damage, and
aberrant signalling events downstream of PRR activation that lead to cytokine secretion (Figure 9).

INHERITANCE OF AUTOINFLAMMATORY
DISEASES
The advent of next-generation sequencing has permitted
the molecular analysis of small families and isolated cases
that were previously intractable to genetic study, leading
to the recent identification of heretofore unrecognized

TABLE 4: Monogenic autoinflammatory diseases.
Monogenic Autoinflammatory Disease

Inheritance

Gene (Protein)

Familial Mediterranean Fever (FMF)

Recessive

MEFV (Pyrin)

TNF receptor-associated periodic syndrome (TRAPS)

Dominant

TNFRSF1A (TNFR1)

Hyperimmunoglobulinemia D with periodic fever syndrome (HIDS)

Recessive

MVK (Mevalonate kinase)

Dominant

NLRP3 (cryopyrin)

Cryopyrin associated periodic syndrome (CAPS) -Familial cold auto
nflammatory syndrome (FCAS) -Muckle-Wells syndrome (MWS)
Neonatal onset multisystemic inflammatory disorder (NOMID)
NALP12-associated periodic fever

Dominant

NALP12 (NALP12)

Deficit of IL-1 receptor antagonist (DIRA)

Recessive

IL1RN (IL1 receptor an- tagonist)

Majeed’s syndrome

Recessive

LPIN2 (LPIN2)

Pyogenic arthritis pyoderma gangrenosum and acne syndrome (PAPA)

Dominant

PSTPIP1 (PSTPIP1)

Blau’s syndrome

Dominant

NOD2/CARD15 (CARD15)
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clinical disorders and their underlying molecular mechanisms.

iopathic arthritis, adult-onset Still disease, and Behçet
disease (Table 5).2,10

Since the initial discovery of the FMF gene, the
field of autoinflammation has expanded with a burgeoning number of monogenic diseases and their underlying genes (Table 4). There are also a number of
genetically complex disorders that are frequently placed
under the autoinflammatory rubric, such as the syndrome of periodic fever with aphthous stomatitis,
pharyngitis, and adenopathy, systemic-onset juvenile id-

PATIENT EVALUATION FOR THE
SUSPECTED AUTOINFLAMMATORY DISEASE
Taken after the patients’ particular complaints, natal and
family history, systemic examinations and related laboratory evaluations, differential diagnosis should be
thought for autoinflammatory diseases. A useful diagnostic flow chart for these diseases is presented on

TABLE 5: Polygenic autoinflammatory diseases.
Polygenic Autoinflammatory Syndromes

Prevalence

Main Clinical Features

Periodic fever, aphthous stomatitis,

<1 / 1,000,000

Recurrent episodes of fever lasting 3-6 days, aphthosis,

7,1 per 100,000 adults

Recurrent oral aphthous ulcers, genital ulcers, eye manifesta

pharyngitis and adenopathy syndrome (PFAPA)
Behcet’s Disease

cervical adenitis, pharyngitis
tions, venous thrombosis, arterial involvement, arthralgia/arthritis,
neurological manifestations, cardio-pulmonary involvement,
lymph and splenic enlargement, gastrointestinal symptoms,
genitourinary complications

Chron’s Disease

10–200 per 100,000

Abdominal pain, diarrhea, rectal bleeding, weight loss,

people in North America

reduced appetite, fever, fatigue, arthritis, uveitis, mouth sores,

and Europe

skin rash, osteopenia/osteoporosis delay growth or sexual
development in children, hematological disorders, neurological
involvement, cardio-pulmonary manifestations, pancreatitis,
genitourinary involvement

Still’s Disease

16 to 150 cases per

Remitting fever, erythematous skin rash, serositis, arthritis,

100,000 children worldwide

lymphadenopathy, hepatosplenomegaly, anemia

Adult-onset Still Disease

1,5 cases per 100,000-

High spiking fever, arthralgia or arthritis, sore throat,

1000,000 people

transit maculopapular rash, lymphoadenopathy,

Relatively rare (around

Non-pruritic urticarial-like exanthemas, fever, arthritis

100 patients described)

or arthralgia, bone pain, lymphadenopathy, hepato-

hepatosplenomegaly, serositis
Shnitzler’s Disease

and/or splenomegaly, anemia, fatigue, leukocytosis,
thrombocytosis, amyloidosis
Sweet’s Disease

<1 / 1,000,000

Fever, painful erythematous cutaneous nodules or plaques,
arthralgia, headache, hepatosplenomegaly, eye manifestations,
central nervous system involvement, oral lesions, cardiopulmonary manifestations

CRMO syndrome

<1/1,000,000

Unifocal or multifocal, initially osteolytic, later hyperostotic and
sclerotic lesions mainly in the metaphyses of the long bones and
shoulder girdle

SAPHO syndrome

Unknown

Bony lesions manifest as severe, recurrent, debilitating pain
and tenderness; cutaneous manifestations (palmoplantar
pustulosis, severe forms of acne and various forms of psoriasis,
especially pustular psoriasis)
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FIGURE 10: Diagnostic flow-chart for a child with periodic/recurrent fever. “High risk diagnostic score” and “Low risk diagnostic score” mean respectively a score higher or
lower of 15%, that represent the cut-off value with the best sensitivity and specificity.

FIGURE 11: Diagnostic flow chart for skin rush and fever in a child.
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Figure 10 for only fever and Figure 11 for skin rash and
fever.

disorder with multiple organ involvement that may be
associated with severe and/or recurrent bacterial infections, autoimmune cytopenia, macrophage activation
syndrome, hypogammaglobulinemia and renal angiomyolipoma.12 Recently, we also reported 12,5% hypogammaglobulinemia rate in 64 PFAPA patients.13

With the purpose of facilitating the physician in
identifying which patients with periodic fever need genetic analysis, a diagnostic score was developed, previously. The score is able to calculate, on the basis of a
simple algorithm, the probability (high vs low risk) for a
child with periodic fever to carry clearly pathogenic mutations of genes responsible for three forms of monogenic periodic fever (MEFV, TNFRSF1A, MVK). This
score is available on the web (www.printo.it/periodicfever) and is based on the presence/absence and frequency of 6 independent variables: age at onset, positive
family history, presence of abdominal pain, chest pain,
aphthous stomatitis and diarrhoea.11

However, polyclonal hypergammaglobulinemia in
adult patients is most frequently related to liver disease,
malignancy, autoimmune disease, or infection. The differential diagnosis and clinical significance of hypergammaglobulinemia have not been similarly well
defined in children. Malignancies and autoimmunity are
much less common in children compared to the adult
population, and therefore the implications of an elevated
immunoglobulin levels could be related with autoinflammatory and autoimmune diseases.14

ADAPTIVE IMMUNE SYSTEM AND
THE RELATIONSHIP WITH AID

In conclusion, this review attempted to describe genetic and clinical aspects, mainly focusing on pathogenesis of autoinflammatory diseases and the similarities
between autoimmune diseases, with the ultimate purpose to expand readers’ knowledge.

In a large cohort of patients with MKD reveal that the
clinical and genetic spectrum of the disease is wider than
previously reported. These results show that MKD is a
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